Welcome to
Saint Petersburg
S

aint Petersburg is not only Russia’s traditional window to the West;
it also serves as the cultural soul of Russia. The city occupies 103
islands and is crisscrossed by 32 rivers and canals. It is universally known
as the Venice of the North, and it offers the world the largest concentration
of splendid palaces, theaters, concert halls, and universities of any area
in the world. Mention St. Petersburg, and one immediately conjures up
images of the fabled Winter Palace of the Tsars along the beautiful Neva
River.
St. Petersburg is the city that was forced into existence by its most
famous Tsar, Peter I. Tens of thousands of Russians died constructing
the city, started about twenty years before the construction of Savannah,
Georgia, a world away on another continent.
At the time, Peter was determined to bring Russia into the modern world
where it could take its rightful place in a leadership role that befitted
such a vast land mass. He wanted to create a city on the Baltic Sea that
would serve as a fortress against the Swedish Kingdom of Charles XII
that was becoming ever more aggressive with its incursions into Russian
territory. Peter succeeded beyond his wildest dreams and his plans to
establish a well laid out city were followed faithfully for years after his
untimely death in 1725.

Today visitors to St. Petersburg flock to see the Yusupov Palace, where
Grigory Rasputin was assassinated by Prince Felix Yusupov and according
to Russian legend sealed the fate of the Romanov Dynasty. They stand
in line to see the Amber Room in Ekaterina the Great’s summer palace
known as Tsarskoye Selo. They cross the Finnish Gulf to visit Peter Hof,
Peter’s great Baroque Palace framed by its famous fountains. They revel
in other Tsarist residences such as Pavlosk, Orienbaum, and Lomonosov.
The Alexandrovski Palace, the Peter and Paul Fortress, and countless other
magnificent edifices are part and parcel of this beautiful city. The Summer
Garden, the Church on the Spilled Blood, Saint Isaacs, and numerous other
churches are everywhere. The fairyland Smolny Cathedral and Institute,
the former royalist finishing school for girls belonging to the prominent
families of the royals and rich merchants, are all part of a landscape of
such magnificence that it defies the imagination.
St. Petersburg is the city that produced many of the world’s greatest
musicians, painters, sculptors, and of course dancers. It is the home of the
ballet school that has produced more world famous performers than any
other and continues to produce the same high quality product. That school
is considered to be the Mecca of Ballet and of course is the Vaganova
School, originally known as the Imperial School of Ballet. Come see our
famous ballets on our native stages and experience the cultural experience
of a lifetime.

and Maurice Ravel, to collaborate on the ballets.
The revolutionary years, the civil war, and Stalin’s regime
that followed, changed the fate of the Imperial ballet and
not for the best. In the 1930-40’s only two good ballets
were produced: “The Fountain of Bakhchisarai” by
Rostislav Zakharov and “Romeo and Juliet” by Leonid
Lavrovsky.

The History of Russian Ballet
The history of Russian and European ballet is closely
connected with the city of St. Petersburg. The city was
the capitol of the Russian Empire for over two centuries
and this position of prominence contributed greatly to
the success of the ballet art.
In the second half of the 19 century, when the art of
ballet completely separated itself from opera and became
established as a separate
genre of theatrical art,
St. Petersburg became a
place of frequent tours for
many European prominent
dancers such as Fanny
Elssler, Carlotta Grisi,
and the first romantic
ballerina Marie Taglioni.
These notables toured
St. Petersburg for several
seasons.
The Directors of the
Imperial Theater, which
presided over all theaters in Russia, invited famous
French and Italian ballet masters to work with the
Imperial troupe.
In the 19 century the most important choreographers for
the St. Petersburg Imperial ballet were Charles Didelot,
Jules Perrot Arthur Saint-Leon and Marius Petipa. These
choreographers contributed to the creation of the Russian
ballet school founded on the traditions of the European
ballet.
By the last quarter of the 19th century Russian ballet
became one of the leading ballet schools in Europe. This
is the time in Russian ballet history that is often referred
to as the “Golden Age” of St. Petersburg ballet. This
would not be possible without French choreographer
Marius Petipa, who was the chief choreographer of the
Imperial Russian Ballet for over 30 years.
By the end of the century, ballet in England, France,
and Italy began to decline. Poetic qualities gave way to

Beginning in 1956, Russian ballet companies such as the
Bolshoi and Kirov performed in the West for the first time.
The intense dramatic feeling and technical virtuosity of
the Russians made a great impact. Such names as Rudolf
Nureyev, Mikhail Baryshnikov, Galina Ulanova, Natalia
Makarova, Maya Plesetskaya and many others are now
well known all over the world. They all continued the
long and great tradition of Russian classical ballet.

virtuosic displays and spectacle. However, Russia under
the leadership of M. Petipa managed to preserve the
integrity of the ballet.
Marius Petipa perfected full-length ballets, giving
preference to classical dance. He reconstructed and
restaged most of the older ballets of his famous
predecessors. Among those were “Vain Precautions”,
“Paquita”, “Corsaire”, “Esmeralda” and “Coppelia”.
Having revived these old productions, Petipa undoubtedly
saved them from oblivion. In addition to reconstruction
of older ballets M. Petipa created new ballets. His bestknown works are: The Sleeping Beauty, the Nutcracker
and Swan Lake (co-choreographed with Lev Ivanov),
set to commissioned scores by Peter Ilich Tchaikovsky,
“Don Quixote”, “La Bayadere” and “Raymonda”.

What is Russian classical ballet?

Performances of “Russian Seasons” many of which took
place in Paris, London, Monte Carlo and other cities,
featured unforgettable synthesis of different art forms
such as music, choreography and painting. The dance
itself did not dominate the performance but was an
integral part.

He proved to be adept
at pleasing audiences
and dealing with the
bureaucracy
while
managing to keep a
large measure of artistic
integrity. He ruled the
ballet for the next 30
years. He produced 50
new ballets and revived
17 older ones, and
arranged the dancing in
35 Operas.
The passing of Maurice
Petipa in 1910 saw the
passing of the baton to Sergei Diaghilev, the greatest
impresario of the 20th Century and the founder of Ballets
Russes.
Diaghilev presided over the Silver Age of Russian Ballet
and established Russian Ballet as the most prestigious
in the world. Sergei came to St. Petersburg to study
law but became the editor of Mir Iskusstva (World of
Art Magazine). In 1909 he took his ballet and opera
company, Russian Seasons, to Paris, and the world of
ballet was never the same.
Left: dancer Marie Taglioni
Right: choreographer Marius Petipa

The main choreographer of the “Russian Seasons”
Mikhail Fokine called for greater expressiveness and
more authenticity in choreography, scenery, and costume
than his predecessors. The company presented a broad
range of works, including Fokine’s compactly knit oneact ballets with colorful themes from Russian or Asian
folklore: “The Firebird”, “Scheherazade”, “Petrushka”,
“Chopiniana”. The Ballets Russes became synonymous
with novelty and excitement, a reputation it maintained
throughout its 20 years of existence.

Classical dance in Russia was formed under the influence
of French and Italian ballet schools. However, each of
those had its weak sides. French ballet was very gracious
and smooth which presented excessively fanciful and
decorative manner. The Italian school on other side
possessed great technicality and precision of movements
but lacked poetic qualities and substantiality.
The Russian school was able to adopt the best features
that were introduced by the French and Italian ballet
masters and dancers. Russian ballet was famous for
true expressivity, dramatic presentation and impeccable
technical presentation.

His company toured the world and boasted such super
luminaries as Anna Pavlova, Vaslav Nijinski, Tamara
Karsavina and the future ballet master of the Paris Grand
Opera, Serge Lifar.
Although the most famous members of the company
were Russian (among them the designers Leon Bakst and
Alexander Benois, and the composer Igor Stravinsky),
Diaghilev commissioned many Western European artists
and composers, such as Pablo Picasso, Henry Matisse

Top left: Vatslav Nijinsky and Tamara Karsavina
Bottom right: Marat Shemiunov and Irina Perren

Ludmila Bragina, director

Saint Petersburg Theatre

Russian Ballet
Artistic director – Alexander Bruskin

T

Director – Ludmila Bragina

he famous theatre “Russian Ballet” was created in 1990 by
the family of professional ballet dancers and the dynasty is more
than 100 years old. The Artistic Director of the theater, Alexander
Bruskin, is a former soloist of the Kirov ballet, a classmate
of Mikhail Baryshnikov, and a student of the legendary ballet
pedagogue Alexander Pushkin, the mentor of Rudolf Nureyev.
The theatre “Russian Ballet” has successfully conducted more
than 50 tours worldwide to include Japan, England, Ireland, Spain,
USA, France, The Netherlands, Belgium, Germany, Finland, Isle

of Malta, and in other countries. The theater has participated in 10
international ballet festivals.
Today the repertoire of the theatre “Russian Ballet” includes
such masterpieces as Swan Lake, Sleeping Beauty, Nutcracker, as
well as Chopiniana, Don Quixote, Paquita, the Walpurgis Night and
The Gala Concerts of ballet stars.
The troupe of the theatre “Russian Ballet” both corps de
ballet and soloists are all graduates of the famed Vaganova Ballet

Academy, the oldest ballet school in the world (founded in 1738).
The theatre “Russian Ballet” perceives as its main mission the
preservation of the authentic choreography of the Kirov (presently
Mariinsky) Theater. Each ballet is performed in its original
choreography.
In St. Petersburg for the last 18 years the theatre “Russian
Ballet” has performed on the stage of one of the best theaters in the
world - the Imperial Hermitage Theater of the State Hermitage at
34 Dvortsovaya embankment. The Hermitage Theater was built in
1783-1786. The theater can seat only 250 people and cannot possibly

accommodate everyone who would like to see the performances of
this famous ballet company.
Therefore, in 2006 the company started to perform on the stage
of another beautiful and historic theater of St. Petersburg – the Palace
Theater, nowadays the theater of Musical Comedy. The theater was
built in 1799 (13 Italianskaya St.) for the brother of a Tsar.
Thousands of ballet admirers from all over the world are
coming to these beautiful theaters every year. It is a great honor for
the troupe of the theatre “Russian Ballet” to perform on the oldest
stages in St. Petersburg.

The Palace Theater

The oldest and the most exquisite private theater of the tsars

The Hermitage Theater

T

he Hermitage Theater is the oldest and most exquisite
theater in St. Petersburg. It belongs to the complex of
buildings which comprise the Winter Palace, which,
of course, is the State Hermitage Museum, known around the
world simply as “The Hermitage”. This former home of the
Tsars is now the house of one of the largest fine arts museums
in the world.
The façade of the theater faces the Palace embankment
of the Neva River and is connected with the Old Hermitage
building through an arch-passage above the Winter Canal.
The theater was under construction from 1783 until 1785
and was designed by the Italian architect, Giacomo Quarenghi.
The Empress Catherine the Great ordered that in her new theater
“all the seats were to be equally honorable.” Quarenghi solved
this task by designing the theater as an antique amphitheater,
with no loges, or armchairs. Instead, the theater has benches
upholstered in red velvet which are set on large steps descending
towards the stage, thereby ensuring that no seat is better than the
next. The theater hall is decorated with white marble Corinthian
semi-columns.
Between the columns Quarenghi placed

sculptural representations of Apollo and the nine Muses, as well
as bas-reliefs of famous musicians and poets.
Since 1785 all Russian and European classics, including
ballet, have been performed onstage at the Hermitage Theater,
including plays written by the empress herself. However, after
the death of Catherine II, her son Paul I, who preferred to stay
away from foreign influences, closed the theater.
All attempts to revive the theater in the XIX century met
with failure. Until the beginning of the 1980’s the theater was
used as a lecture-hall of the Hermitage; the other theater rooms
were used by the research labs and as storage facilities of the
museum.
It was not until 1989 after a major restoration that the
Hermitage Theater was reopened. Today, the theater has daily
performances boasting a live orchestra and world class ballet.
The organization primarily responsible is the theater agency,
SojusSportTheater. SojusSportTheater presents the best Russian
classical ballet in this unique and historic theater, ensuring that
the finest traditions of Russian ballet are maintained.

One of the most magnificent and spectacular
palace interiors of St. Petersburg

T

he Palace Theater, also known
as the Musical Comedy Theater
of St. Petersburg, is located at 13
Italianskaily Street.
This is one of the oldest streets in
the city. The Palace Theater was designed
by the architect, E. T. Sokolov and was
completed between 1799 and 1801 as a
beautiful residence.
Many would argue that this
venue is even more beautiful than the
Hermitage Theater because of the major
renovations that were carried out over the
life of the building starting from 1842 to
1846. Further beautifications were done
in 1896 by the order of the Grand Duke
Niloai Nikolayevich under architect, A.
S. Khrenov to redesign the facades and
interiors of the palace and to modernize the
interior floor plan.
In 1910 the palace was
reconstructed again to house a theater; and
two new halls had to be built in order to
achieve the desired effect. The lower hall
became a restaurant and the upper hall

became a beautiful auditorium in the grand
manner. The auditorium remains one of the
finest examples of Russian Classical Style
public interiors marking the beginning of
the Twentieth Century.
The Palace interiors have been
preserved. They feature a series of gala
rooms preceded by a spectacular gala
staircase. These famous rooms include
the Golden Foyer, the Yellow Drawing
Room, the White and Green Halls, and
the famous Buffet-Grotto. The intricate
gilded decorations, sparkling chandeliers,
elegant bronze sconces, and fireplaces
delight balletomanes and are worth the trip
to Russia to see a classical ballet in such
elegant surroundings.
The Palace has recently been
restored anew and it remains one of the
most beautiful settings for an artistic
performance. The ballet performances
themselves remain true to the standards of
excellence established one hundred years
ago by the likes of Sergey Diaghilev’s
world famous Russian Seasons.

ACHIEVEMENTS AND GOALS
The performances of the theatre “Russian Ballet” have
become a very important part of St. Petersburg’s cultural
life. At the same time these performances have delighted
The Theatre “Russian Ballet” during the reception at the Russian Embassy in Santiago, Chile, 2009
audiences from all over the world. As a result of the
warm reception from discriminating Russian and foreign
visitors that have seen the ballet in St. Petersburg at the almost daily performances in its two home theaters, the Theatre has made
international touring a large part of its contribution to the promotion of Russian dance and culture.
The Company features the finest possible Russian classical ballet to audiences throughout the country and abroad. A popular classical
repertoire allows guest soloists from the Mariinsky and Bolshoi Theaters to perform with the troupe. In addition to these world
renowned headliners audiences have enjoyed watching dancers whose careers have developed with the Company. The Company
presents over 300 shows annually in Russia and abroad.
The Theatre has been lauded in nearly every continent for its productions of classical ballets in their original choreography. Even
though the touring schedule of the theater is set for many months and even years ahead, the
company is always looking for new venues. Tours of the theatre “Russian Ballet” are becoming
cultural traditions in many cities and countries. The Theatre regularly visits Estonia, Germany,
Spain, Belgium, the Netherlands and performs in Japan, Syria, Turkey, the United States, Chile
and many other countries.
Due to the extensive touring activity and the professionalism of the dancers and the administration
of the theater, the tours are very well organized and well equipped with the best possible stage
sets and costumes. The Company delivers sold-out performances everywhere they go with the
best dancers Russia has to offer. In order to ensure that the ballet can continue to serve as
an Ambassador of Russian Culture, the administration is always seeking new sponsors and
opportunities to add to its ever growing list of cities and countries in which to perform.

Director Ludmila Bragina and prima ballerina
Anastasia Volochkova on tour in Estonia

North American tour, February 2008

The Sleeping Beauty
Ballet in three acts

Music by Pyotr Tchaikovsky
Libretto by Ivan Vsevolozhsky, Marius Petipa based on the tale by Charles Perrault
Choreography by Marius Petipa
SYNOPSIS
Prologue
The setting is the Palace of the fairy tale King Florestan. The King is celebrating the birth of his daughter, Aurora.
The Courtiers are all around the cradle of the newborn. Kind fairies have brought the baby princess both gifts and blessings.
The Master of Ceremonies, Calabut, is seen running into the palace as a mistake has been made. The wicked fairy, Caraboss,
has been left off the guest list! She has decided to come and is a frightful rage. The King and Queen tried to placate her but
to no avail. The spiteful old woman declares a terrible prophecy of impending doom for the little princess. She foretells
that on her 16th birthday, the princess will prick her finger with a needle and die. The Good Fairy Lilac intervenes and
drives the wicked fairy and her companions away. The King issues a strict order prohibiting the use of needles and pins in
the whole kingdom.
ACT I.
The occasion is the magnificent birthday ball being thrown for the Princess Aurora’s sixteenth birthday. There are
representatives from all over the Kingdom and many bridegrooms have come to compete for the hand of the Princess. The
party is in full swing when an old lady is seen entering the room with a lovely basket of flowers. The old lady gives them to
Aurora who is delighted and begins to dance while touching the flowers. She does not know there is a knitting needle hidden

among the flowers and she accidently pricks her finger. She falls to the floor and the old woman throws off her cape and is
instantly recognized as the wicked fairy, Caraboss.
Caraboss vanishes from the room and the Lilac Fairy appears and reveals that the Princess has not died but has merely fallen
asleep. The fairy waves her magic wand and the whole kingdom is seen falling asleep. Thick Lilac bushes begin to grow
and cover everything.
ACT II.
Scene 1.
One hundred years have passed and a handsome Prince Desiree is seen hunting in the woods. The Fairy Lilac sends him a
vision of the sleeping princess. The prince realizes that his vision is a daydream. The Fairy explains to the Prince the story
of what has happened to Aurora.
Scene 2.
The kingdom is in a deep sleep. Only Caraboss and her servants are awake. Princess Lilac appears and leads Prince Desiree
into the palace where the Princess is still in a deep trance. The Prince, overcome with love for Aurora, gives her a kiss and
the Princess, and all the sleeping members of the kingdom awake. The King and Queen are delirious with happiness and
readily consent to Prince Desiree’s request to marry their daughter.
ACT III.
In the palace all the guests have gathered together for the wedding. The royal parents celebrate the wedding and all the
friendly fairies and personages from other fairy tales come to congratulate the newly weds.

Swan Lake
Fantasy ballet in three acts and four scenes

Music by Pyotr Tchaikovsky
Libretto by Vladimir Begichev and Vasily Gertser
Choreography by Marius Petipa and Lev Ivanov (1895);
Revised choreography and stage direction: Konstantin Sergeyev (1950)
SYNOPSIS
ACT I
Scene 1
Prince Siegfried and his friends are celebrating his coming of age at a private party. The guests drink to his health and
the jester entertains them with his antics. The Prince is warned that his mother, the Princess Regent, is approaching. She
is displeased with her son´s behaviour and he presents her with a bouquet of roses to pacify her. After the Princess has
gone, the partying begins anew.
Twilight falls. The guests depart and the Prince is left alone in the park. High above, Siegfried catches sight of a flock of
white swans and the sight stirs the hunter´s urge in him. Seizing his bow, the Prince makes his way off into the heart of
the forest.

Scene 2
The scene opens at a lake in the forest late at night. White swans are seen swimming near the shore of the lake. These
swans are beautiful young ladies who have been transformed by the evil magician Rothbart. The swans can only turn
back into maidens at night. The only way to break Rothbart’s spell is a love for one of the swans that is pure and
devoted.

ACT II
Scene 3
The Princess Regent, Siegfried’s mother is conducting a ball where the well-bred maidens of the Kingdom have been invited so
that Siegfried can select a bride. Siegfried is indifferent to them all because of his deep love for Odette. The poor Prince is in a
bad position as he must make a choice and designate his new bride by placing a bouquet of flowers in the hands of his bride to
be. Before he can do anything to solve this problem there is a fanfare of trumpets. The trumpets announce the arrival of new
guests, Rothbart and his daughter Odile.
The Prince is overcome with her resemblance to Odette. Rothbart wants Siegfried to fall in love with Odile thereby breaking
his vow of love and fidelity to Odette. If Siegfried does this Odette is doomed to remain in Rothbart’s power forever. To make
sure this will happen he has transformed Odile to look Odette. Odile does everything in her power to use her new looks to
cause Siegfried to fall in love with her. Under her spell, the Prince announces to his mother that Odile is the bride of his choice.
Rothbart is jubilant. At this moment Prince Siegfried sees the true Odette outside the window of the ball room and he realizes
he has been tricked into betraying his vow. Siegfried rushes from the palace to the lake to find his beloved his Odette.

Suddenly Siegfried appears with his bow. He aims at one of the swans that have come ashore when suddenly she turns
into a beautiful young woman. The girl’s name is Odette, Queen of the Swan maidens. Odette’s beauty enraptures the
Prince and he attempts to capture her. Odette is afraid that the evil Rothbart will punish her or harm the Prince so she
slips away from Siegfried and disappears among the rest of the swan maidens. Siegfried runs to her and vows eternal
love and fidelity to her. Odette’s heart melts as she is overcome with love for the Prince and returns the vow. When dawn
comes Odette must leave the Prince and return to her Swan form. The swans glide slowly across the lake away from the
prince.

ACT III
Scene 4
The scene opens by the side of the lake. Odette has told the swan-maidens what has happened and they stand sad and dejected.
Siegfried rushes to her side begging forgiveness and professing his undying love for her. An angry Rothbart arrives and orders
a flock of black swans to separate the lovers. Siegfried fights with Rothbart and breaks one of the evil sorcerer’s wings. Rothbart
collapses to the ground and having lost his power soon dies.
True Love has broken the spell. The sun rises and shines radiantly on the Prince and his bride to be, Odette. The swan- maidens
are now transformed back into human form forever.

Giselle
Fantasy ballet in two acts

Music by Adolphe Adam
Choreography by Jean Coralli, Jules Perrot and Marius Petipa

SYNOPSIS
ACT I

Giselle is the story of a beautiful young girl who is wooed by a royal count, Count Albert. Giselle has no idea that he is of
royal blood. She believes his story that he is only a simple villager living nearby in a simple cottage. Giselle has another
suitor, Hans, the gamekeeper, who is suspicious and jealous of Albert.
Albert arrives to court Giselle. The young lover’s tryst is interrupted by Hans, who warns Giselle against trusting this
unknown admirer. Giselle does not listen to Hans and Albert drives him away.
The blare of horns announces the arrival of a royal hunting party. One of the members is Princess Bathilde, Albert’s
betrothed. She is with her father. It was chance that brought the party to the village of Giselle. Princess Bathilde sees
Giselle and is so charmed by her beauty and innocence that she gives her a gold necklace. The hunting party retires
to the nearby woods and the villagers began to celebrate the harvest of the new grapes. Hans slips away to search the
cottage of Count Albert. He finds the Count’s sword - the proof he needs to unmask Count Albert. In the middle of the
village celebration he reveals the Count’s true identity. Giselle refuses to believe Hans.
Hans goes to the hunting party and brings some hunters back into the village. The hunters bow before the Count and
Princess Bathilde greets him warmly as her betrothed. The shock is too much for Giselle and after recounting her
undying love for Albert she dies of a broken heart.

ACT II

The second act is set in a moonlit glade near Giselle’s grave. Hans is grieving Giselle’s untimely death. He is
frightened from the glade by the Wilis, female spirits who, jilted before their wedding day, rise from their
graves at night and to seek revenge upon men by dancing them to death.
Giselle is summoned from her grave and welcomed by the supernatural creatures who then quickly
disappear. Albert enters searching for Giselle’s grave, and she appears before him. He begs forgiveness.
Giselle, her love undiminished, readily forgives him and the two dance. The scene ends with Albert in
pursuit of Giselle as she disappears into the forest.
Hans enters pursued by the Wilis who throw him to his death in a nearby lake. The Wilis then surround
Albert and sentence him to death. He begs to be spared but Myrtha, the Queen of the Wilis refuses. Giselle
protects him from the Wilis when they force him to dance. Day breaks and the Wilis retreat to their graves,
but Giselle’s love has saved Albert.

The Nutcracker
Ballet-fairy in two acts with an Epilogue

Music by Pyotr Tchaikovsky
Libretto by Marius Petipa based on the story by E. T. A. Hoffmann
Choreography by Marius Petipa, Lev Ivanov
History of The Nutcracker Ballet

The Nutcracker Ballet was written during the Golden Age of the classical ballet, a time when many famous ballets
were being written and performed. The Nutcracker is based on the book “The Nutcracker and the Mouse King” by
E.T.A. Hoffman. Russian composer Peter Tchaikovsky wrote the music for the ballet during the early 1890’s, near
the end of his life. Hoffman’s original story was modified quite a bit in order for it to be suitable for children. The
very first performance of The Nutcracker took place in Russia in 1892.

Synopsis

ACT I
A Hall in the Herr Stahlbaum’s house: Guests are arriving for the Christmas Eve party. Drosselmeyer, an inventor
and toy master loved by children, is among the guests. He prepared a wonderful gift for them – The Nutcracker, a
toy for cracking nuts. The children are impatiently waiting for the beginning of the celebration. The long-expected
moment comes and the Christmas tree with the bright lights appears before the guests. Suddenly Drosselmeyer
appears in a costume of a magician. He does wonderful tricks but then takes off his mask and children recognize
him. Drosselmeyer tells a story of his gift, The Nutcracker.
“Once upon a time in a faraway kingdom there were a King, a Queen and a little Princess Perlipat. However, in
the cave of the Palace there also was a Mouse King with hundreds of mice. The little Princess was very beautiful
but a very spoiled child. One day she started teasing the Mouse King. The King became angry and turned her into
an ugly girl. There was only one way to remove the spell from the Princess - to have a Beautiful Prince crack the
magic nut Crackatuck. One day the Beautiful Prince came, cracked the nut and the miracle happened - The Princess again became beautiful! In revenge the Mouse King turned the Beautiful Prince into the Nutcracker.”
Masha is charmed with the sad story of the doll and she ties a blue ribbon on him and gives him a rank of Field
Marshal.
Franz, Masha’s brother, appears in the Hall. He’s interested in the new doll but Masha doesn’t give it to him. Franz
takes away the Nutcracker by force and the head comes off in his hands. Drosselmeyer quickly mends the doll.
Masha cuddles her favorite doll.

The Hall again fills with merriment. The party comes to an end. After the last dance of the ceremony guests
leave The Herr’s Stahlbaum’s house. Masha rocks to sleep the Nutcracker and falls asleep herself.
That night: the hall with the Christmas tree is flooded with the moonlight. Masha awakes from a strange noise.
Suddenly she hears a rustle and scratching. Masha gets a terrible fright! She wants to run away! But suddenly
the clock is striking and the Hall is filling with hundreds of mice headed by The Mouse King. They want to
ravage the Christmas tree.
At this very moment the Nutcracker becomes alive. Fearless, he blocks the way to the mice. But the mice
appeared again and again and rushed to attack. The Nutcracker leads tin soldiers into the battle. The Nutcracker
fights with the Mouse King. In only one moment the Mouse King can win! Masha is in despair! Overcoming
her fear she throws a candle at The Mouse King, the King looks back and the Nutcracker takes this opportunity
and defeats the Mouse King. All the mice disappear. The hall becomes empty and only the Nutcracker still lies
on the floor.
Suddenly a miracle happens: Masha becomes an adult and turns into a Princess and The Nutcracker turns into
a Beautiful Prince. He is coming to meet Masha. The walls disappear and they find their selves under the vault
of heaven. Snow is falling and snowflakes are whirling in a magic dance.
ACT II
Magic Palace Konfeturenburg. Masha and Prince-Nutcracker arrive at the Palace. The Sugar Plum Fairy and
Prince Orshad greet the guests.
Everyone thanks Masha for saving Prince-Nutcracker. The Sugar Plum Fairy announces the beginning of a
celebration in honor of Prince and Masha. They are delighted. They dance and celebrate with the others.
But unfortunately the celebration comes to end and Masha and Prince-Nutcracker have to leave the magic
kingdom.
EPILOGUE
In the hall with the Christmas tree in Herr Stahlbaum’s house: Masha wakes up and realizes that everything
that had happened was only a wonderful dream. She is just a little girl. And the Nutcracker, a little toy, lies in
her hands.

The Golden Age of
St. Petersburg Ballet
GALA CONCERT OF BALLET STARS
For over 15 years the theater “Russian Ballet” has successfully staged Gala Concert performances
with leading Russian ballet soloists. Among these stars of the Russian ballet are included such
luminaries as Farukh Ruzimatov, Svetlana Zakharova, Igor Zelensky, Anastasia Volochkova, Uliana
Lopatkina, Igor Kolb, Irma Nioradze, Tatiana Tkachenko, Sergey Popov, Maria Yashkanova, Yuriy
Andreyev and many others.

The Gala Concert consists of scenes from the most famous ballets in all of ballet history. In one
performance the audience has a unique chance to see highlights of the most famous classical ballets
performed by the best Russian ballet dancers.

F rom the newest ballet fan to the most

discriminating balletomane, the Gala Concert
The Golden Age of St. Petersburg Ballet”
offers the most exciting ballet presentation on the
face of the earth.

“

Program of the Gala Concert
***
WHITE ADAGIO FROM THE BALLET SWAN LAKE
Music: Pyotr Tchaikovsky
Choreography: Lev Ivanov and Marius Petipa
***
PAS-DE-DEUX FROM THE BALLET SWAN LAKE
Music: Pyotr Tchaikovsky
Choreography: Iev Ivanov
***
PAS-DE-DEUX FROM THE BALLET ESMERALDA
Music: Cesare Pugni
Choreography: Julles Perrot
***
PAS-DE-DEUX FROM THE BALLET THE SLEEPING BEAUTY
Music: Pyotr Tchaikovsky
Choreography: Marius Petipa
***
GRAND-PAS FROM THE BALLET PAQUITA
Music: Ludwig Minkus
Choreography: Marius Petipa
***
PAS-DE-DEUX OF DIANA AND ACTEON
Music: Cesare Pugni
Choreography: Agripina Vaganova
***
ADAGIO FROM THE BALLET GISELLE
Music: Adolphe Adan
Choreography: Marius Petipa
***
PAS-DE-DEUX FROM THE BALLET CORSAIR
Music: Adolphe Adan, Cesare Pugni, Ludwig Minkus, Riccardo Drigo
Choreography: Marius Petipa
***
PAS-DE-DEUX FROM THE BALLET NUTCRACKER
Music: Pyotr Tchaikovsky
Choreography: Marius Petipa
***

THE DYING SWAN
Music: Charles Camille Saint-Saens
Choreography: Mikhail Fokin
***
GRAND-PAS FROM THE BALLET DON QUIXOTE
Music: Ludwig Minkus
Choreography: Marius Petipa
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Soloists Biographies
IRINA PERREN
In 1998 Irina graduated from the Vaganova Ballet Academy. She is a winner of the first prize award at the
“Arabesque” International Competition for Ballet artists in Perm, Russia, and a winner of the first prize at the
International Ballet Competition in Italy in 2002. Irina is a two-time winner of the prestigious theatric award
“The Golden Curtain” in both 2002-2003. She was then invited to be a prima ballerina in the Mussorgsky Theater (St. Petersburg, Russia) in 1998. Irina was pronounced to be among the World’s 10 best ballet dancers in
Japan in 2005. Since 2001 Irina has been a soloist of the St. Petersburg Theatre “Russian Ballet”.

ALYONA КLOCHKOVA
Alena Klochkova was born in 1978 in Sverdlovsk, Russia. In 1996 she graduated from the Vaganova Academy
of Russian Ballet. From 1996 – 2005 she was a soloist of the of the Mussorgsky Opera and Ballet Theater.
She is the prizewinner of the International ballet competition “Vaganova-Prix” in 1995.
She is a laureate of the choreographic schools competition of Siberia and the Far East in 1994.
Since 2004 she has performed as a soloist of the St. Petersburg Theatre “Russian Ballet”.

ANASTASIA KOLEGOVA
Anastasia graduated from the Vaganova Academy of Russian Ballet in 2000. Since 2000 Anastasia has performed
with numerous St. Petersburg ballet companies as a soloist including the St. Petersburg Ballet of Konstantin
Tachkin, the Lithuanian National Theater of Opera and Ballet (Vilnius), the St. Petersburg State Theater of
Classical Ballet, the St. Petersburg B allet of Boris Eifman. She is the prize winner of many international ballet
competitions. Since 2002 she has been the leading soloist of the St. Petersburg Theatre “Russian Ballet”. In
2006 she also became a soloist ballerina with the Mariinski Theater.

TATIANA TKACHENKO
Prizewinner of International Competitions
Tatiana graduated from the Vaganova Ballet Academy in 2000. Upon her graduation she was invited in the
troupe of the Mariinsky Theater.
Since 2003 she has performed as a soloist of the St. Petersburg Theatre “Russian Ballet”.

IRINA GOLUB
Irina Golub was born in St. Petersburg in 1980 and studied at the Vaganova Academy from 1990 until 1988.
She had started to dance at the age of four.
Upon graduation in June 1998 she joined the Mariinsky Ballet as a member of the corps de ballet.
In 2006 she joined the St. Petersburg Theatre “Russian Ballet” as a principal dancer.

ANASTASIA VOLOCHKOVA
Anastasia was born in Leningrad in 1976 and was trained in the Vaganova Ballet Academy by Natalia Dudinskaya, a famous pupil of Agrippina Vaganova. She then danced with the Mariinsky Ballet for four years and
won the Serge Lifar Competition in Kiev in 1996. In 1998 she joined the Bolshoi Ballet in Moscow. In 2001
she worked with Derek Dean and with Alberto Alonso in the English National Ballet. The following year, she
was awarded the Prix Benois de la Danse. Since 2000 she has performed as a guest soloist of the St. Petersburg
Theatre “Russian Ballet”.

MARIA MAKARENKO
Prize-winner at International competition
Maria Makarenko was born in Leningrad (Saint-Petersburg).
In 1994 she graduated from the Vaganova Ballet Academy and was invited to the troupe of The Mariinsky theatre.
Since 2000 she has performed as a soloist of ballet of the St. Petersburg Theatre “Russian Ballet”.
She has toured in The United States, Canada, The United Kingdom, France, Australia, Brazil, Estonia, Japan
and others.
ILMIRA BAGAUTDINOVA
Prize-winner at international competitions
Ilmira Bagautdinova was born in 1981 in St. Petersburg into a family of professional ballet dancers. Elmira is a
graduate of the Vaganova Academy of Russian Ballet. Upon graduation she joined the troupe of the Mariinsky
Theatre. Since 2003 Ilmira is a soloist of the St. Petersburg Theatre “Russian Ballet”.

ANNA VOITINA
Prize-winner at International competition
Anna was born in Saratov. In 2002 she graduated from the Saratov Choreographic School (class of L. Novikova)
and was invited to join the ballet troupe of Saratov Academic Theater of theater and ballet as a soloist.
Since 2005 Anna is the leading soloists of the St. Petersburg Theatre “Russian Ballet”. Anna has successfully
toured in Finland, Belgium, the Netherlands, Portugal, Spain, Germany, Canada, USA and other countries.

TATIANA SEROVA
Prize-winner at International competition
Born in Leningrad. Graduated from the Vaganova Ballet Academy in 1993.
Joined the Mariinsky Theatre in 1993 as a soloist.
In 2006 she joined the St. Petersburg Theatre “Russian Ballet” as a principal dancer.

NATALIA POTEKHINA
Prize-winner at International competition
Natalia was born in 1981 in Kazan. In 1999 after graduation from the Kazan Choreographic School she became
a soloist of Chuvashsky State Theatre of opera and ballet. Since 2005 she has performed as a soloist of the St.
Petersburg Theatre “Russian Ballet”.

MARAT SHEMIUNOV
Marat graduated from the Vaganova Ballet Academy in 2001. Upon graduation he was accepted into the troupe
of the Mussorgsky Ballet and Opera Theater, Saint Petersburg, Russia. In 2003 Marat became a prize winner of
the International Rieti Competition in Italy. In 2005 Marat underwent training with the Universal Ballet Company
(South Korea). In 2005 Marat joined the St. Petersburg Theatre “Russian Ballet” as a principal dancer. In 2006
Marat performed the part of Creon in Antigone, staged by the Rebecca Davis Dance Company (USA).
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Administration of the Theatre “Russian Ballet”

MIKHAIL VENSHCHIKOV
Upon his graduation from the Vaganova Ballet Academy Mikhail was invited to dance with the Mussorgsky
State Ballet and Opera Theater. Shortly after his admission he was promoted to be a principal dancer. During
his years at the Mussorgsky Theater he advanced his education and graduated from the pedagogical department
of the Vaganova Ballet Academy, where he received a qualification as ballet teacher /coach. In 2002 he joined
the St. Petersburg Theatre “Russian Ballet”.

SERGEY POPOV
Prize-winner at International competition
In 2000 he graduated from the Vaganova Ballet Academy.
Upon graduation Sergey joined the Mariinsky Theater. Since 2005 he has performed with the St. Petersburg
Theatre “Russian Ballet”. Sergey toured as a ballet soloist in Europe, USA, and Canada.

Lev Fogel
Director General

Rosa Toisova
Executive Director

Ludmila Bragina
Commercial Director

Alexander Bruskin
Artistic Director

Izolda Gorovaya
Dance Instructor

Lilia Kiseleva
Psychologist

Evgeny Gertsen
Chief Economist

Maria Bragina
Tour manager

DMITRY ZAVALISHIN
Prize-winner at International competition
Principal Dancer of The Hermitage and Palace Theatres
Dmitry was born in Leningrad (Saint-Petersburg).
In 1993 after graduation from the Vaganova Ballet Academy he joined The Mariinsky theatre as a soloist.
Since 2000 he has performed as a guest soloist of the St. Petersburg Theatre “Russian Ballet”. He has toured
in The United States, Canada, The United Kingdom, France, Australia, Brazil, Estonia, Japan and others.
EVGENY IVANCHENKO
Prize-winner at International competition
Born in Ashkhabad (Turkmenia).
Graduated from the Vaganova Academy of Russian Ballet (class of Prof. Valentin Onoshko).
Joined Mariinsky Theatre in 1992. Became First soloist in 1996. Since 2000 he has performed as a guest soloist
of the St. Petersburg Theatre “Russian Ballet”.
OLEG KHARIUTKIN
Prize-winner at International competition
Oleg Harutkin was born in 1973. He graduated from the Moscow Choreography Academic Institute.
He has danced with The Bolshoi Theatre of Moscow (Gtigorovich Ballet), Kremlin Ballet Theatre, Theatre of
Classical Ballet of N. Kasatkina and V.Vasilev, “Classic Ballet Russe” (Wales), The Ballet School of San-Paolo
(Brazil), The Ballet School of Osaka (Japan). Since 2003 he is one of the leading dancers of the St. Petersburg
Theatre “Russian Ballet”.

Marina Toisova
Development Manager

DMITRY RUDACHENKO
Prize-winner at International competition
1990-1992 Dmitry studied at the Choreographic school in Alma-Ata. 1992-1998 he studied at the Vaganova
Ballet Academy. After graduation from the Vaganova Ballet Academy he was accepted into the troupe of
the Mussorgsky Ballet and Opera Theatre (Mikhailovsky Theatre of opera and ballet). 1998-2008 he was
the leading soloist of the Mussorgsky Ballet and Opera Theatre (Mikhailovsky Theatre of opera and ballet).
Joined the St. Petersburg Theatre “Russian Ballet” in 2007 as a principal dancer.
ALEXANDER VOITIN
Prize-winner at International competition.
Alexander was born in Voronezh. In 2004, upon graduation from the Voronezh Choreographic School, Alexander joined the troupe of Voronezh State Theater of Opera and Ballet as a soloist.
Since 2007 Alexander is a leading soloist of St. Petersburg Theatre “Russian Ballet”.
He has successfully toured in Finland, Belgium, the Netherlands, Portugal, Spain, Germany, Canada, USA
and other countries.

Marianna Lubina
PR Manager

Olga Gavrilova
Personnel Manager
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